2018 Copenhagen Concussion Conference
November 8\textsuperscript{th} - 9\textsuperscript{th} 2018
Auditorium 23.0.50, Emil Holms Kanal 6, 2300 Copenhagen S

GENERAL INFORMATION
General information

Venue
Auditorium 23.0.50. Building 23, Emil Holms Kanal 6, 2300 Copenhagen S
See map below

Thursday and Friday 8.00-9.00
Registration and light breakfast and coffee

Breaks and lunch
Mezzanine 1st floor next to the auditorium

Cloakroom (unattended)
In the hallway between the auditorium and lunch area

Wi-fi
KU GUEST

Poster exhibition
At the lunch area

Center for Rehabilitation of Brain Injury
Amagerfælledvej 56A,
2300 Copenhagen S
T: +45 35 32 90 06
www.cfh.ku.dk

Posters

Einarsen C, Kvistad KA, Håberg A, Moe HK, Vik A, Skandsen T

A2 Levels of blood biomarkers in patients with MTBI were related to acute injury severity, but not to the post-concussive symptoms
Skandsen T, Clarke GJ, Einarsen CE, Vik A, Feyling C, Zetterberg H, Blennow K, Håberg AK

A3 Prospective study of Glial fibrillary acidic protein and Neurofilament light from acute to 12 months after mild traumatic brain injury
Skandsen T, Clarke G, Vik A, Follestad T, Einarsen C, Zetterberg H, Blennow K, Håberg AK

A4 Molecular imaging of neuroinflammation in patients after mild traumatic brain injury; a longitudinal 123I-CLINDE SPECT study

B1 Perceived injustice after mild traumatic brain injury: a prospective follow-up study
Mäki, K, Nybo, T, Hietanen, M, Melkas, S

B2 Labour market attachment after mild traumatic brain injury: nationwide cohort study with 5-year register follow-up
Graff HJ, Siersma V, Møller A, Kragstrup J, Andersen LL, Egerod I, Malá H

B3 Pre-morbid risk factors predicting labour market attachment after mild traumatic brain injury: a national register study
Graff HJ, Siersma V, Møller A, Kragstrup J, Andersen LL, Egerod I, Malá H

B4 Early intervention for impairing post-concussion symptoms in adolescents and young adults: results from a randomized trial
Thastum MM, Rask CU, Nørst-Nielsen AT, Tuborgh A, Frederiksen O-V, Jensen JS, Svendsen SW, Nielsen JF, Schröder A

C1 Attachment style and symptom reporting in young persons with concussion
Tuborgh, Svendsen SW, Schröder A, Hunter J, Rask CU

C2 Attentional difficulties following pediatric mild traumatic brain injury
Saarinen M, Erkinjuntti N, Isaksson N, Virtanen S, Himanen L, Tenovuo O, Lähdesmäki T

C3 Child-focused rehabilitation of concussion
Fjeldborg L, Reimers SH
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